ERRATA SHEET FOR MSS SP-43-2008

February 25, 2010

Note the following corrections:

1. Page 7, Table 4, Dimensions of Lap-Joint Stub Ends and Caps. Under Nominal Pipe Size (NPS) 4, the “G” Dimension should read 6.19 instead of existing 5.50.
2. Page 7, Table 4, Dimensions of Lap-Joint Stub Ends and Caps. Under NPS 4, the “A” Nominal and Max Dimension should read 0.44 instead of existing 0.38.
3. Page 8, Table 5, Dimensions of Long Radius 180 Degree Returns. Under NPS 3/4, the “O” Dimension should read 3.00 instead of existing 2.25.
4. Page 8, Table 5, Dimensions of Long Radius 180 Degree Returns. Under NPS 3/4, the “K” Dimension should read 2.00 instead of existing 1.69.
5. Page 9, Table 6, Dimensions of Concentric and Eccentric Reducers. Under NPS 3 x 2, the “Small End” Dimension should read 2.38 instead of existing 2.88.
6. Page 9, Table 6, Dimensions of Concentric and Eccentric Reducers. The NPS type should read “3-1/2 x 3” instead of existing “3 x 1/2 x 3”.
7. Page 9, Table 6, Dimensions of Concentric and Eccentric Reducers. The NPS type should read “3-1/2 x 2-1/2” instead of existing “3 x 1/2 x 2-1/2”.

This Errata Sheet has been inserted into the Standard Practice. For those who obtained the Standard Practice before the publication date indicated above, please include this Errata Sheet with your current Standard Practice.

Future printing of the standard will include the revised data.
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